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Olivier Godechot Appointed as New MaxPo Co-Director

MaxPo's new Co-Director
Olivier Godechot

MaxPo is delighted to announce the

At MaxPo, he will direct a research group

appointment of Olivier Godechot as its

on the issue of financialization in mod-

new Co-Director. A CNRS research fellow,

ern societies, with a special interest in

he is joining Sciences Po in October 2013,

mobility in financial labor markets and

in all likelihood through an affiliation

their effects on broader inequalities.

with the Observatoire Sociologique du

Olivier Godechot also serves as deputy

Changement.

director for the master's degree “Soci-

An economic sociologist, his primary

ology and Statistics” at ENS-EHESS. Pre-

research interests are in finance, labor

viously, he was a member of the Centre

markets, academia and network sociol-

Maurice Halbwachs from 2005 to 2013

ogy. He has studied the division of labor

and an associate member of the Quan-

and ordinary rationalities in a trading

titative Sociology Laboratory from 2006

room and compensation mechanisms

to 2013. A former student of École nor-

in the financial industry. Extending his

male supérieure, he holds a master's de-

interest in labor markets to academia,

gree from ENS-EHESS, a PhD in Sociolo-

he has also examined university hiring,

gy from the Conservatoire national des

in particular the impact of networks on

arts et métiers (2004) and a habilitation

recruitment. He has published five books

from Sciences Po (2013). In 2013, he was

on finance, labor markets and traders,

awarded a CNRS bronze medal for his

most recently Working Rich: Wages,

research.

Bonuses and Appropriation of Profits in
the Financial Industry (Chicago University Press, forthcoming).

Read more
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New Doctoral Students

MaxPo's new doctoral student
Troels Magelund Krarup

Troels Magelund Krarup holds a MA in

on the sociology of alcohol and educa-

sociology (2012), a BA in sociology (2009)

tion respectively. Furthermore, he has

and a BA in political science (2007) from

published articles on actor network

the University of Copenhagen and Aar-

theory (nominated for The Sociological

hus University, Denmark. In addition, he

Review Prize for Outstanding Scholar-

has been an exchange student at Uni-

ship 2011) and the Danish bureaucratic

versité Paris 8. During his studies, he has

elite. Since his graduation in 2012, he has

been employed as a research assistant at

been employed at Statistics Denmark,

Center for Alcohol and Drug Research,

City of Holbæk, and Danish Society for

Aarhus University, and Center for Mobil-

Patient Safety.

ity Research, Aalborg University, where
he has co-authored articles and papers

MaxPo's new doctoral student
Anne van der Graaf

Anne van der Graaf holds bachelor

tion of Dutch bank SNS Reaal, where she

degrees in both sociology and econo-

looked at the reasoning behind the risk

metrics from the Erasmus University

and consequence distribution. Her work

Rotterdam. This dual training led her

experience includes the co-creation of a

to the sociology of finance, which she

pricing tool for SME financing and mod-

pursued in her sociology masters at the

el synchronization of project financing

University of Edinburgh. For her master

for renewable energy at Triodos Bank

thesis she investigated the nationaliza-

(The Netherlands).

Mark Lutter is a research fellow at the

Research School on the Social and Po-

Max Planck Institute for the Study of

litical Constitution of the Economy. He

Societies, Cologne. His research fo-

received his Doctorate from University

cuses on social structures in economic

of Duisburg-Essen and has held visiting

life. Currently, he is doing research on

fellowships at Harvard University and

the emergence of extreme inequalities

ETH Zurich. His dissertation and articles

in markets, so-called winner-take all

on lotteries have been distinguished

markets. He studied sociology, psychol-

through several prestigious awards.

Visiting Scholars

Mark Lutter
October–December 2013

ogy, and statistics and was a doctoral
student at the International Max Planck

Read more
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Visiting Scholars

Ben Clift
November 2013

Ben Clift is Professor of Political Econo-

autonomy, the political economy of so-

my at the University of Warwick. Ben's

cial democracy, and French and British

research interests lie in comparative

politics. He is co-editor (with Cornelia

and international political economy. He

Woll) of a special issue of The Journal

is author of French Socialism in a Global

of European Public Policy entitled Eco-

Era (Continuum 2003), and co-editor of

nomic Patriotism: Political Intervention

Where Are National Capitalisms Now?

in Open Markets. His new book Com-

(Palgrave 2004). He has published

parative Political Economy: States, Mar-

widely on French and comparative capi-

kets and Global Capitalism is forthcom-

talisms, the politics of economic ideas,

ing with Palgrave (2014).

capital mobility and economic policy

Mark S. Mizruchi
November 2013

Read more

Mark S. Mizruchi is the Barger Fam-

American banking and a study of meth-

ily Professor of organizational studies,

ods for measuring the effects of social

Professor of sociology, and Professor of

network ties, the determinants of cor-

business administration at the Univer-

porate lobbying activities, and the esti-

sity of Michigan. His research focuses on

mation bias in the network autocorrela-

the economic and political behavior of

tion model (an approach for measuring

large American corporations as well as

the effects of social network ties). Be-

the methods of social network analysis.

sides his most recent publication, The

His primary current project is a study of

Fracturing of the American Corporate

the changing nature of the American

Elite (Harvard University Press, 2013),

corporate elite, from the period imme-

he has published three books and more

diately after World War II to the present.

than 100 articles and reviews.

He is also studying the globalization of

Read more

Visiting PhD Student

Konstantin Kashin
September 2013– July 2014

Konstantin Kashin is a PhD student

tative political methodology, with a fo-

from Harvard University, where he is

cus on causal inference and automated

a PhD candidate in the Department of

text analysis. He is interested in applying

Government and an affiliate of the In-

these methods to the study of business-

stitute for Quantitative Social Science.

state relations, interest group politics,

For the 2013–2014 academic year, he is

and the comparative political economy

the holder of the Sciences Po-Harvard

of welfare states. His geographic spe-

University Exchange Fellowship. His pri-

cialization is Western Europe.

mary research interests include quanti-
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Activities
Distinguished Speaker

MAXPO LECTURE

research director at the EHESS. Distin-

December 12, 2013

his work focuses on the relationship be-

5 pm – 7 pm

tween economic development and in-

guished by numerous prestigious awards,

Capital in the 21 Century

come inequality, in particular the role of

st

Thomas Piketty is professor of economics at the Paris School of Economics and

Seminar Series

institutions and fiscal policy in affecting
the proportion of high income salaries.
Read more

SCOOPS

COOPS

Salle du Conseil, 13 rue de l'Université, 75007 Paris

Salle du Conseil, 13 rue de l'Université, 75007 Paris

Monday, October 14, 2013

Thursday, November 7, 2013

12:30 pm – 2:30 pm

12:30 pm – 2 pm

Mark Lutter, MPIfG, Cologne

Ben Clift, Warwick University

Is There a Closure Penalty? Gender

Economic Policy-Making in France

Inequality in a Project-based Labor Market

after the Crisis

Discussant: Emmanuel Lazega,

Discussant: Emiliano Grossman,

Sciences Po, CSO-CNRS

Sciences Po, CEE

Friday, November 29, 2013
10 am – 12 noon
Mark S. Mizruchi, University of Michigan
The Fracturing of the American
Corporate Elite
Discussants: Pierre François and Claire
Lemercier, Sciences Po, CSO-CNRS
Seminar jointly organized with the CSO
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The Max Planck Sciences Po Center on Coping with
Instability in Market Societies (MaxPo) is a FrancoGerman research center which was jointly founded
by the Max Planck Society and Sciences Po. Researchers at MaxPo investigate how individuals,
organizations, and nation-states are coping with
the new forms of economic and social instability
that have developed in Western societies as a result of policy shifts, the expansion of markets, technological advances, and cultural changes. Located
at Sciences Po Paris and cooperating closely with
the Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
(MPIfG) in Cologne, the Center aims to contribute
substantially to the social sciences in Europe and
enrich academic and political dialogue between
France and Germany.

